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Touring Health for Life

Do you want to be healthy and well? Do you 
want to look your best and feel good? In this book, 
you’ll study all aspects of health, including wellness. 
You’ll see that, although your health and wellness 
are not totally under your control, the choices you 
make and the way you live can make a big difference 
in both your health and your wellness. By learning 
about the skills for healthy living and assessing your 
current health status you’ll be able to develop a plan 
for healthy living to either maintain or improve your 
healthy behaviors. Two lessons are included in each 
chapter to help you learn key concepts relating to 
health and wellness. Health for Life will help you 
meet your fitness and physical activity goals. Take 
this guided tour to learn about all of the features 
of this textbook.

In addition to the following features, the Health 
for Life program includes several other components:

• Student Web Resource.  You have 
access to a wide variety of resources at  
www.healthforlifetextbook.org/student. 
These resources will aid your understand-
ing of the textbook content and include 
worksheets, interactive review questions,  
vocabulary pop-ups, and expanded discus-
sions of topics that are marked by web icons 
throughout this book.

• Teacher Web Resource. Your teacher has 
access to a special web resource with les-
sons and activities that you can do to better 
learn and understand the information in 
this textbook.

Monkey Business

Monkey Business
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UNIT I
Understanding Health 

and Wellness

Healthy People 2020 Goals
• Help people live high-quality, longer lives.
• Reduce preventable disease, injury, and early death.
• Increase awareness and understanding of what determines good health.
• Help people adopt a healthy lifestyle in order to achieve lifetime health, fitness, and wellness.
• Create environments that promote health, fitness, and wellness for all.
• Increase health literacy.
• Live high-quality, longer lives free of preventable diseases, injury, and early death.
• Increase the percentage of people who receive risk factor information.

Self-Assessment Features in This Unit
• The Wellness Questionnaire
• Stages of Health Behavior
• Healthy Living Skills

Making Healthy Decisions and Skills for Healthy Living Features in This Unit
• Self-Assessment
• Goal Setting
• Self-Planning

Special Features in This Unit
• Diverse Perspectives: Living With a Disability
• Consumer Corner: Don’t Be Outsmarted! Finding High-Quality Health Information
• Advocacy in Action: Positive Attitudes

Living Well News Features in This Unit
• The State of Youth Health
• Do the Rich Get to Be Healthier?
• Can You Make a Contract for Good Health?

www

2
Health Behavior Change and  Personal Health

MAKING HEALTHY DECISIONSGoal Setting
SKILLS FOR HEALTHY LIVINGGoal Setting

Student Web Resourceswww.healthforlifetextbook.org/student
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In This Chapter
LESSON 2.1
Personal Health and Wellness

SELF-ASSESSMENTStages of Health Behavior
LESSON 2.2
Changing Health Behaviors

STUDENT WEB 
RESOURCES:  
Provides the web 
addresses for find-
ing additional 
information in each 
lesson.

HEALTHY PEOPLE 
2020 GOALS: Lists 
national health 
goals covered in 
each unit.

FEATURES: Lists the 
Self-Assessment, 
Making Healthy 
Decisions, Skills 
for Healthy Living, 
Living Well News, 
and special features 
in each unit.

IN THIS CHAPTER: Lists the main 
elements of each chapter.

UNIT OPENER: Provides a brief over-
view of the content in each unit.

CHAPTER OPENER: Provides a 
brief overview of the content 
of the chapter.
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Aging Well
Lesson Objectives
After reading this lesson, you should be able to

1. identify the benefits of regular physical activity during the aging process,
2. understand how aging affects dietary needs and preferences, and
3. identify common sources of stress for aging individuals.

Lesson Vocabulary
activities of daily living, chronological age, physiological age

www
1

We’re all growing older every day, but aging 
is a slow process that affects each of us differently. 
As a result, it is somewhat subjective. Most young 
people consider anyone who is 10 to 20 years older 
than themselves to be old, and many people over 
60 still think of themselves as young and vital. In 
reality, decisions you make now can affect the aging 
process that you’ll experience decades from now. For 
example, eating a balanced diet and doing weight-
bearing exercises can help you develop strong bones 
that protect you from osteoporosis later in life and 
keep you safe if you fall or have a traumatic accident.

Conversely, if you choose, for example, to start 
smoking at a young age, you can accelerate the aging 
process of your skin and organs, making you look 
and feel older. You can also begin a slow process of 
damaging your lungs in a way that results in cancer 
20 years down the road.

This lesson explores some of the ways in which 
aging is affected by healthy lifestyles choices and 
how the aging process affects healthy lifestyle rec-
ommendations.

Middle and Older 
Adulthood

The fifth and sixth stages of the life span are middle 
and older adulthood. At these stages, it is important 
to maintain emotional and physical health. Manag-
ing stress is also an important factor at this age, too. 
Adults have more care and support responsibilities 
for themselves, children not quite on their own, or 
parents in older generations. There can be changes 
in oneself with new career and personal goals or 
in a relationship with children moving out of the 

DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES: Being an Older Parent
Our names are Madeline 
and Steve. We are both 
almost 60, and we have 
a son in high school and 
a daughter in junior high 

school. We met at work when we were both in 
our 30s and got married at almost age 40. Both 
of us wanted children earlier in life but had been 
committed to our careers; we also wanted to 
spend the first few years of our marriage traveling.

Having children in our mid-40s was difficult 
physically—we didn’t have as much energy as 

we’d once had. But we’ve both noticed that we 
don’t seem to get as stressed out about parent-
ing as younger parents do, and we’re financially 
more secure than a lot of younger parents. Our 
kids are great, but I know they think we aren’t as 
cool as some of their friends’ parents. When the 
kids were younger we often felt uncomfortable 
around much younger parents as well. We know 
it embarrasses our kids when strangers say, “Are 
these your grandparents?” That’s probably one 
of the hardest parts.

Lesson 14.2

Community and Public Health 385

Nongovernmental OrganizationsMany private organizations are also invested in public health. They include charitable and religious organizations and private for-profit organizations. Well-known examples are the American Heart Association, the American Cancer Society, and the American Diabetes Association. Smaller organiza-tions—such as community centers, churches, and local nonprofit agencies—are also involved in public health efforts. For example, they operate food banks 

and shelters for people who have low income or are homeless. Hospitals also serve public health needs by providing free clinics, screenings, and vaccina-tion services.

Public Health and PreventionPublic health efforts fall into three categories based on the type of prevention they seek: primary, sec-ondary, and tertiary (see figure 20.2). Primary prevention includes actions and services that reduce risk and avoid health problems—for example, efforts to keep underage people from drinking. Secondary prevention involves recognizing risks for (or beginnings of ) problems and intervening before serious illness or effects arise. One example is an educational program aimed at college students who engage in social drinking; the goal is to help young people understand the risks of drinking and avoid becoming alcoholics.
CONSUMER CORNER: Donating to CharitiesOne great way to support a community and develop an altruistic (giving) attitude is to make a financial donation to a charity that supports a cause you find meaningful. Unfortunately, we live in a world where some people take advantage of others’ generous hearts by organizing scams and committing fraud. Use the following guide-lines to help you determine whether a charity is legitimate and worthy of your donation. Be suspicious of any charity that

• fails to provide detailed information about its identity, mission, costs, and planned use of your donation;• refuses to provide proof that a contribu-tion is tax deductible;• uses a name closely resembling the name of a better-known, reputable organization (this could be a sign that someone is trying to trick you);
• thanks you for a pledge you don’t recall making, then asks you to consider giving more;

• uses high-pressure tactics, such as trying to get you to donate immediately;• asks for donations in cash or asks you to wire money (all reputable charities accept multiple forms of payment, such as check, credit card, and direct pay options);• offers to come collect the donation imme-diately; or
• guarantees sweepstakes winnings in exchange for a contribution (by law, you never have to give a donation to be eligible to win a sweepstakes).

Consumer ChallengeIdentify three charities of your choosing and visit their websites. Look for information about mission, costs, planned uses of the donations, tax status, and donation methods. Evaluate the charities using the information you gather and determine your willingness to contribute to each cause based on what you learn.

CONNECT
Is there a food bank in your community? Is there a homeless shelter? What are two ways that a food bank or homeless shelter can help the community it serves? What is one thing you could do to support a food bank or shelter this year?

Lesson $$.1

CONNECT: Asks 
you to reflect on 
family, peer, media, 
or technology influ-
ences related to a 
specific topic in a 
chapter.

LESSON OBJECTIVES: 
Describes what you will 
learn in each lesson.

LESSON VOCABULARY: 
Lists key terms in each 
lesson, which are defined 
in the glossary and on 
the student website.

WEB ICONS: Indicate 
that additional infor-
mation is available on 
the student website.

HEALTH TECHNOLOGY: 
Helps you become aware 
of new technological 
information related to 
health and wellness.

CONSUMER CORNER: 
Helps you to become 
a good consumer of 
health and wellness 
information and to 
avoid quackery.

DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES: 
Helps you understand 
another’s point of view.

44 Health for Life

HEALTH TECHNOLOGY

An application, or app, is a computer program 

that allows you to perform tasks on a smartphone 

or other device. Some apps are designed to help 

you use skills for healthy living—for example, by 

self-assessing your food content, self-monitoring 

your physical activity, or planning healthy meals. 

If well designed, apps can help you change your 

health behaviors, but not all apps are based on 

good health information. Before using an app, 

determine whether the people who developed it 

are health experts; ask people you know and trust 

about the app, and test it out for yourself. For 

more information about health-related apps, see 

the student section of the Health for Life website.

Comprehension Check

1. What is the meaning of the term skills for healthy living?

2. List each of the skills for healthy living and explain one of them in more detail.

3. Explain how the skills for healthy living can help you be healthy and well.

44

Lesson 3.1

CONNECT

Do you currently use any apps to help 

you live a healthier life? If so, what fea-

tures do you think make a good health 

application? If not, what type of app 

might appeal to you? Can you imagine 

using a health app in the future?

Self-help skills such as practicing good personal health habits like flossing and tooth brushing help you to be 

healthy and well.
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COMPREHENSION CHECK: 
Helps you review and 
remember the information 
you learned in the lesson.
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likelihood of contaminating water sources and they have liners to prevent contaminants from leaching into water systems. When full, they can be turned into parks or recreation areas. In some landfills, the methane gas that is given off by the biological action of the buried materials can help to produce electrical power (see Health Science sidebar in this chapter). Poorly managed sanitary landfills can contaminate bodies of water and wells. Even in well-managed landfills, there is a concern about how effective they will contain contaminants 50 or more years into the future.

Climate ChangeThe term climate change is often used interchange-ably with the term global warming, but, accord-ing to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), “Global warming is causing climate patterns to change. However, global warming itself represents only one aspect of climate change. Climate change refers to any significant change in the measures of climate lasting for an extended period of time.” Some of these changes are shown in figure 19.2.Climate change can result from
• natural factors such as changes in the sun’s intensity;
• natural processes within the climate system, such as changes in ocean circulation; and• human activities that change the atmo-sphere’s composition (e.g., through the burn-ing of fossil fuels) or the land surface (e.g., deforestation, reforestation, urbanization, desertification).

Global warming refers to an average increase in the temperature of the atmosphere near the earth’s surface and in the troposphere (i.e., the layer of the atmosphere from the earth’s surface to about six miles above the earth), which can contribute to changes in global climate patterns. The warming can result from a variety of causes, both natural and human induced. In common usage, the term often refers to the warming that can occur as a result of greenhouse gas emissions related to human activity.Most climate scientists have concluded that  climate change is placing great stress on the environ-ment and that we must make major environmental changes. We can’t depend on fossil fuels forever. Experts agree that we need to diversify our energy usage by increasing our use of renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar power, and biomass (animal waste and mostly plant material). We can also make houses and businesses more energy effi-cient. If we work together to create a more energy efficient society, we will be able to affect climate change for the better.

ADVOCACY IN ACTION: Promoting Recycling Not surprisingly, people are more likely to recycle when appropriate recycling bins are readily avail-able. Evaluate your school to determine whether an effective recycling program is in place.If your school doesn’t provide recycling bins or lacks some needed options (e.g., paper, plastic, refuse, glass), determine what bins the school should add and what company or community organization will recycle the materials. You can even create a map showing where recycling bins 

should be located. Then write a one-page letter to the school board advocating for the purchase and appropriate placement of the needed recy-cling bins. Include information about the four Rs and explain why recycling is important for both environmental and personal health.If your school already has adequate recycling bins, create posters to place above the bins that explain their importance and encourage students, teachers, and staff members to use them regularly.

Lesson 19.1

HEALTHY COMMUNICATIONIs your community a leader in addressing climate change? Should individuals be primarily responsible for changing their behaviors, or should society enact laws and regulations that require changes in how cars, houses, businesses, and manufactur-ing operations are powered? Debate your position with your peers. Support your position with facts and be respectful of others’ opinions.

388 Health for Life

✓ SELF-ASSESSMENT: How Healthy Is My School Community?

Your school is an important community to which 

you belong. This assessment asks you to think 

about aspects of a healthy school community 

and consider your connection to your school. 

Answer each question by circling the proper 

response, then add up the total number of 

points as directed in the assessment. You may 

need to ask a teacher or school staff member 

for help in answering some of the questions in 

parts 1 and 2.

Planning for Healthy Living
✓

Use the Healthy Living Plan worksheet to 

address an aspect of community or public 

health—for example, getting more involved in 

your neighborhood or advocating for ways to 

meet a specific community health need.

Yes
(2 points)

No
(0 points)

Part 1: Health and safety

My school . . .

has a no tolerance policy for harassment or bullying.
2 0

has emergency plans, like evacuation routes, in place.
2 0

has active supervision in place to ensure safety and reduce violence. 2 0

is a safe physical environment.

2 0

does not allow smoking on campus.

2 0

is kept clean and bright.

2 0

provides help to those who want to quit smoking.
2 0

has at least one full-time nurse on campus.
2 0

provides counseling and mental health services.
2 0

Part 2: Nutrition and physical activity services

My school . . .

requires students to take physical education.
2 0

provides physical activities after school.
2 0

requires students to take health education.
2 0

promotes healthy food and beverage choices.
2 0

provides healthy and low-fat food.

2 0

has a clean and pleasant cafeteria.

2 0

Total points from parts 1 and 2: _________________

The higher the score, the healthier and safer the school community.

Part 3: My school engagement

As a member of my school, I . . .

am involved in at least one club or organization at school.
2 0

feel comfortable at my school.

2 0

feel connected to my school and have school pride.
2 0

feel safe from violence or bullying.

2 0

know how to get help if I feel stressed, am depressed, or have anxiety. 2 0

am physically active almost every day.

2 0

make healthy food choices most of the time.
2 0

Total points from part 3: __________________

The higher the score, the more your school community is helping you be a healthier person.

ADVOCACY IN ACTION: Provides 
you with personal, school, or 
community advocacy challenges.

SELF-ASSESSMENT: Helps 
you evaluate and reflect 
on your personal health 
habits related to a wide 
variety of behaviors, 
which can help you to 
prepare a plan for healthy 
living.

HEALTH SCIENCE: Focuses on the 
role of science in health and allows 
for cross-disciplinary  
learning and exploration.

HEALTH QUOTES: Provide quotes 
from famous people about health 
and wellness.

Community and Public Health 387

of exercise, much of the world faces very different 
public health issues, and the biggest challenge in 
global public health is poverty.

Countries with a poor economy and low standards 
of living are sometimes referred to as developing  
nations, and these are the places where the major-
ity of the world’s people live. These countries often 
face particularly intense public health problems, 
including malnutrition and widespread disease (e.g., 
malaria, AIDS). As a result, major global health 
initiatives are focused on bringing vaccinations, 
antibiotics, safe water, and sustainable farming 
techniques to developing countries.

Another key effort focuses on creating educa-
tional opportunities for more children around the 
world. Access to education is considered a primary 
way to end the cycle of poverty and improve global 
public health. It opens doors for employment, 
which can bring individual freedom as well as 

opportunities for acquiring healthier food, safer 
living conditions, and higher-quality health care.

HEALTHY COMMUNICATION
If you had US$1,000 to donate to a group 
addressing a serious health problem, what 
would it be? Why? Would you choose to 
support a cause in the United States or 
donate to a group addressing a global 
health issue? Why? Share your response 
with a group of classmates or peers.

“ Of all the forms of inequality, 
injustice in health care is the 
most shocking and inhumane.

—Martin Luther King, Jr.”
Comprehension Check

1. What types of organization serve the public health in the United States? Provide three 
specific examples.

2. What are the three levels of prevention addressed by public health services? Which are 
the most effective in improving public health?

3. What is the difference between the prevalence and the incidence of a disease?

HEALTH SCIENCE
Malaria was eliminated in the United States by 
a concerted effort made from 1947 to 1951, yet 
somewhere in the world a child dies from malaria 
every 30 seconds. In Africa, one in every five 
childhood deaths is attributed to malaria. Poorer 
individuals are at highest risk because their homes 
and dwellings provide little protection from 
infected mosquitoes. They can’t afford preventive 
medication or, if symptoms arise, medical care. 
The elimination of malaria in the United States 
was aided by spraying homes with mosquito-
killing insecticides, spraying insecticides over 
large land areas, and removing mosquito nesting 
sites. In addition, U.S. residents have access to 
medicine that helps prevent and treat malaria.

The advances in chemical and medical science 
that contributed to effective insecticides and 
medications are certainly not new, yet malaria 
remains a global threat. This disparity illustrates 

the fact that even when science can solve a par-
ticular health problem, challenges may still exist 
in distributing the solution to those most in 
need. In addition, many developing countries 
have little in the way of organized public health 
services, and citizens often have no education or 
awareness of options that might exist. Therefore, 
humanitarians and scientists must often work 
together to make the greatest gains in global 
public health.
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Lesson 20.1
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HEALTHY COMMUNICATION: Uses 
your interpersonal communication 
skills in order to share your health 
knowledge, debate controversial 
topics, or promote healthy living 
among your peers.
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When making decisions about your time, consider some of the following tips:First, schedule time for those things that are most important and most urgent (for example, an assignment worth a lot of points that is due tomor-row is important to your academic success and has a clear, time-sensitive deadline). It is typically better to allot more time than you think you might need to get these tasks done.Second, make a plan to complete those items that are important to you but may not be as urgent. Plan ahead and schedule in the time you need along the way. Most important, follow through with your plan so that you don’t end up in a bind.Third, schedule in and plan time for yourself to do the things that you value (even when they don’t seem 

important or urgent), such as exer-cising, reading a novel, or playing a musical instrument. Ensuring you are balanced and have the opportuni-ties to relax and recover from the demands of life is critical to overall health. Often people do not take the time for these important activities unless they plan for them. It is also important to ensure that these activi-ties do not interfere with obligations such as schoolwork.
Finally, schedule some time every day for the unexpected. Meetings, appointments, and practices can run late, unexpected opportunities can arise, or other scheduled tasks can take longer than expected. Allowing some flexibility in each day can help you adjust your schedule to adapt to changing demands.

ACADEMIC CONNECTION: College and Career Skills
Being able to respond to precise instructions is an important skill for college and career readiness. For example, if you were asked to analyze how physical activity contributes to overall health, would you know how to respond? Would you be confident in your ability to compare carbohydrate and protein? What about your ability to contrast them? Each of these is different, and you must first understand what is being asked before you can accurately respond. The following are some of the most valuable skills for successful college admissions (performance on standardized tests like the SAT or ACT as well as for writing college admissions essays) and job performance.• Analyze: Explain how each part functions or fits into the whole. For example, how does each type of physical activity (see the Physical Activity Pyramid) affect each component of health?• Persuade: Take a stand on one side of an issue and convince others of the validity of that stance. Use facts, statistics, beliefs, 

opinions, and your personal view. Show-ing passion for your point of view can help you be persuasive.
• Compare: Find the common character-istics between two things. For example, carbohydrate and protein are both energy-yielding nutrients, and both contain 4 calories per gram.

• Contrast: Identify how people, events, or objects are different from one another. For example, carbohydrate is primarily used as fuel for the body, whereas protein is primar-ily used to build and repair tissues in the  body.
• Describe: Present a clear picture of a person, place, thing, or idea. Try to write or speak so that the reader or listener could accurately visualize what you are saying.• Summarize: State the meaning in a concise way (e.g., describe each of the factors that lead to teen stress and explain the relative importance of each).
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MAKING HEALTHY DECISIONS: Time Management

Alexis was one of those people who was always 
going from one commitment to the next. Her 
friends rarely saw her sitting still, and she often 
complained about having too much to do. 
Alexis played on the softball team and volun-
teered at her church on the weekends. She also 
helped out around the house with cleaning 
and cooking. When her friend Deborah asked 
her to go to yoga class together as a way to 
manage stress, she said, “I totally want to—it 
would be really great—but I just don’t have any 
free time.” Later in the conversation, Deborah 
noticed Alexis talking about TV shows she’d 
been watching and showing off a new video 

game she’d been playing. Deborah wondered 
if Alexis was as busy as she seemed to be. 
Deborah herself worked two jobs, was an honor 
student, ran cross country, and played in the 
school orchestra.

For Discussion
What could Deborah suggest that Alexis do to 
make time for yoga class? What could Debo-
rah say to Alexis that might help her better 
understand her time management needs? To 
help you answer these questions, review this 
chapter’s Skills for Healthy Living feature.

How you manage your time is an important 
part of your overall health. If you struggle with 
time management, you may have higher levels 
of stress and you may end up coping with your 
stress by engaging in destructive habits that 
seem to provide quick fixes, such as smoking or 
drinking alcohol. Poor time management can 
also interfere with your ability to create time 
for healthy pursuits, such as exercise.

Young people, like adults, often tend to 
book their schedules solid with work, school, 
errands, and other tasks they deem important. 
For example, you may be involved in a com-
munity organization, spend time tending to a 
school garden, play a sport, or care for an aging 
relative. The time you spend doing all of these 
activities is referred to as your committed time. 
What’s left over is your free time. Learning to 
manage your free time can help you manage 
stress, avoid destructive habits, and make time 
for healthy habits. The following tips can help 
you with your time management:

• Monitor your time. Write down what 
you do during the course of each day. 
Record when you sleep, when you eat, 
when you’re at school, when you’re at 
work, and when you do all of the other 
things you do. Most people who track 
their use of time are surprised by the 
findings. 

• Evaluate your use of time. Once you’ve 
tracked your time for several days, review 

your records to see how many hours you 
spend in various types of activities. For 
example, you can arrange all your activi-
ties into three categories: school and 
work, committed time, and free time. 
Then you can evaluate whether there is 
a good balance between the categories. 
Alternatively, you can think of all of your 
activities as fitting into three drawers: the 
lower drawer (not important or urgent), 
the middle drawer (important but not 
urgent), and the top drawer (urgent and 
important). If any drawer is overflowing, 
you may need to re-evaluate your com-
mitments and priorities. Evaluating your 
time can help you decide whether you’re 
using your time the way you want and 
need to use it. Having a lot of important 
and urgent things to do can add to your 
stress levels significantly.

• Plan a schedule. After you determine 
how much time you spend on various 
activities, work on creating a time man-
agement plan for yourself. Efficient time 
management means you get to do all 
the things you think are important so 
that you don’t feel rushed or anxious, 
and it also allows you to make time for 
those things that you value, such as 
relaxation and recreational activities. 
Begin by blocking out your committed 
time (school, work, practice time). Then, 
make decisions about your free time. 

➡ SKILLS FOR HEALTHY LIVING: Time Management

MAKING HEALTHY DECISIONS: 
Asks you to apply the identi-
fied skill to evaluate potential 
solutions to the problems 
posed in the scenario.

SKILLS FOR HEALTHY LIVING: 
Provides guidelines for learn-
ing skills for healthy living 
that help you adopt healthy 
behaviors.

ACADEMIC CONNECTION: 
Relates concepts from other 
academic subject areas to 
health and wellness.
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NEWS LIVING WELL NEWS, ISSUE 14

Does a High-Carbohydrate Diet Contribute to Mild  
Cognitive Impairment?

Most adults have considered the possibility of 
dying from heart disease or cancer. We’re all 
familiar with the fact that these diseases are 
among the most common causes of death. At 
the same time, Alzheimer’s disease is contribut-
ing to more deaths each year (see figure 14.6). 
In fact, Alzheimer’s affects 5.2 million adults in 
the United States, and that number is expected 
to triple by 2050. While we know that eating 
a diet lower in saturated fat may help us hold 
off heart disease or cancer, what do we know 
about how diet affects the risk of Alzheimer’s?

Seeking to answer this question, Mayo Clinic 
researchers tracked the eating habits of 1,230 
people between the ages of 70 and 89 for 
one year. Next, the 940 people who showed 
no sign of cognitive impairment were asked 
to return for a 15-month follow-up. By the 
study’s fourth year, 200 of those 940 people 
were beginning to show mild cognitive impair-
ment (MCI), which can include problems with 
memory, language, thinking, and judgment. 

People with the highest carbohydrate intake 
were nearly twice as likely to develop MCI as 
people who ate a balanced diet.

“Not everyone with MCI goes on to develop 
Alzheimer’s disease, but many do,” says Profes-
sor Rosebud Roberts, a researcher in Mayo’s 
epidemiology division in Rochester, Minnesota. 
“A high-carbohydrate intake could be bad 
for you because carbohydrates impact your  
glucose and insulin metabolism.”

Since sugar fuels the brain, a moderate 
amount is essential. However, high levels of 
sugar may actually interfere with the brain’s 
ability to use the sugar for fuel. Roberts says 
high glucose levels might affect the brain’s 
blood vessels and also play a role in the 
development of plaques in the brain that inter-
fere with normal neural functioning. “Those  
proteins are toxic to brain health and are found 
in the brains of people with Alzheimer’s,” states 
Roberts.

The study found that people whose diets 
had the highest intake of protein (e.g., from 
chicken, meat, or fish) reduced their risk of 
cognitive impairment by 21 percent. Those 
whose diets were highest in fat (e.g., from nuts 
or healthy oils) were 42 percent less likely to 
have cognitive impairment. However, Janet 
DeMarzo, a medical doctor with the American 
Cancer Society, warns that “while these results 
show the benefits of a high-fat diet for the 
prevention of cognitive impairment, the same 
diet proves to increase the risk of cancer and 
heart disease.”

For Discussion
Do you think older adults at risk for Alzheimer’s 
disease should eat a high-fat diet, which might 
reduce the chance of cognitive impairment but 
increase the risk of cancer and cardiovascular 
disease? Why or why not? E5792/McConnell/Fig. 15.06/477132/TB/R2-alw
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Figure 14.6 Recent changes in death rates. Alzheim-
er’s has greatly increased while the others have 
decreased.
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CHAPTER REVIEW
Reviewing Concepts and VocabularyAs directed by your teacher, answer items 1 through 5 by correctly completing each  

sentence with a word or phrase.
1. Changes in motor skills, perception, and hearing are a normal part of _______________ 

development.
2. The acquisition and development of skills such as language, problem solving, and 

reasoning are part of ____________________ development.
3. Periods of relatively rapid growth called __________ __________ can cause aches and 

pains as well as muscle cramps.4. Bathing, preparing food, eating, and dressing are examples of ___________________

_____________________ ____________________ ____________________.
5. Regular exercise has been shown to play a role in reducing the risk of ___________, 

which is the leading cause of disability among people over the age of 80.
For items 6 through 10, as directed by your teacher, match each term in column 1 with  

the appropriate phrase in column 2.
6. abstract thinking a. the way you solve problems and make decisions

7. reasoning skills 
b. the number of years you have been alive

8. socioemotional development c. includes self-esteem, empathy, and friendships

9. chronological age d. how well your body systems are aging

10. physiological age e. the ability to consider things that are not  visible,  

 
 immediate, or concreteFor items 11 through 15, as directed by your teacher, respond to each statement or  

question.

11. What is socioemotional development?12. What are two things you should never do when caring for an infant?
13. Describe two health careers that might interest you.
14. Why might young adulthood be a stressful time? Provide two reasons.
15. Define intrinsic motivation and give an example.Thinking Critically

Write a response to the following prompt.List and discuss the major physical and mental changes that occur with aging. Which ones 

can you affect through your own choices? What changes can you begin to make now to help 

you age well? Write a letter to yourself as you are now, and another letter to yourself at age 

65, to remind yourself of these changes and motivate yourself to make healthy choices.Take It Home
Think of a person you know and respect who is older than 65—for example, 

a parent, grandparent, neighbor, or family friend. Interview the person 
about his or her life. Find out what challenges the person 

faces and what steps he or she takes to try to over-
come them. Ask the person what advice he or 
she has for you about staying healthy as you age. 
Write a brief report about what you learn.
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LIVING WELL NEWS: Provides an article 
to test your health-literacy skills.

CHAPTER REVIEW: Helps 
you reinforce what you’ve 
learned in the chapter’s 
two lessons.

TAKE IT HOME: Provides an 
enrichment activity for use 
outside the classroom.

THINKING CRITICALLY: 
Requires the use of 
critical-thinking skills  
to apply chapter  
information.


